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The Sissy Baby is an incredibly important and common
aspect of ABDL life. These four novels are not books that are
a full-on sissy extravaganza from the first word until the last.
They are – like in real life – a step-by-step journey that follows
the story of a young man who finds femininity erupting in his
life, just as infancy is also developing. The twin aspect merge
and a sissy baby is formed. And in every case, the sissy baby
needs to find a life where they are able to live, develop, grow
and be part of a relationship that works and matters. I hope
you enjoy these four novels as much as the authors enjoyed
writing them and it is worth remembering that while they are
fiction, they do represent part of the canvas of real life and
some scenes are based in part on actual events. Enjoy your
travels through the world of the sissy adult baby.
An AB Discovery 'After Dark' Book Stories from the Sissy
Baby Nursery: The sissy baby is a very big part of the Adult
Baby community. Penelope Pansy and Colin Milton brings us
four stories of sissy babies and the women than make them
who they are. Wet and dirty diapers abound as well as
spanking, sissification and heavy ABDL themes. In This
Volume: The Re-education and Sissification of a Young
Victorian Gentleman The Making of Sissy Baby Charlotte The
Story of Penelope Pansy Letters on a Sissy
AB Discovery is pleased to be offering the short stories and
novella of long-time ABDL author, Colin Milton. In this ABDL
book you will find four stories, completely reworked and reedited and available in the third of an six-volume series. Colin
Milton brings us four wonderful short stories about being an
adult baby, usually in a relationship with a mummy or an
aunty. You will thoroughly enjoy your time in Colin's world of
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babies and mommies - a world YOU may want for yourself!
You will read enticing accounts of a man succumbing to his
wife to become her baby. You will enjoy devouring the secret
lives of men and women hidden from public view where the
man is a diapered baby, still bottle fed or more. These stories
are: Becoming Mummy's Baby Lured into Babyhood The
Dominated Baby The Case of the Curious Invitation
An AB Discovery 'After Dark' Book Our inner secret needs
and desires can be bizarre and embarrassing and seemingly
at odds with everyone else. And then you read about
someone who likes the same inexplicably odd and even 'dirty'
things that you do. Martin Coster bring us two stories of the
'heavier' side of ABDL with bedwetting, dirty diapers, wearing
of used diapers. spanking, sex and more. 1 - Sissy Baby
Sonya has a very deep 'need and desire' that she wants to
fulfill and only one person can do it for her. Dirty nappies
abound... and more. 2 - Incontinent woman Alison discovers
a surprising aspect of her mysterious neighbour after
watching him steal her used diapers. Definitely ABDL 'out on
the edge' NOTES: contains extreme use of dirty diapers, wet
beds and 'toiletting'.
Ryan Zinna, brings us his first novel, a story of a young man
and his girlfriend and how they moved from the humiliation of
his bedwetting and babyness to a new life of genuine infancy.
Ryan was trapped by his inner infant, the child that caused
him to wet his bed and his pants and to crave the simplicity
and dependence of genuine babyhood. His girlfriend,
Veronica, and some of her friends gently take him back to a
place of safety and honesty where Ryan is once again, a
diapered infant, with other baby friends and a life that
suddenly makes sense to him again.
Pink Panty Stories Seven stand-alone adult baby stories of
crossdressing, feminization, and sissies wearing panties and
diapers. As well as spanking, enemas, and pegging. A Tough
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Guy's New Life Tough guy Jerry thinks he can handle Cybil -until she puts him into baby girl pink ruffled panties. Jerry's
kind of woman -- hot and rich. And she perfects her
feminization and babyfication training on Jerry. But he
surprises himself at nice it feels to let Cybil take over his life,
using crossdressing to convert him into an adult baby girl.
Easter Sissy Girl This Easter the bunny doesn't bring Johnny
Easter eggs -- he wants to wear panties and diapers.
Although 18 years old, Johnny doesn't want to adjust to the
adult world. He envies real little girls. They get all the
attention. Sissy New Life She hates all males, forcing Sammy
to dress as a little girl. Sammy lives an ordinary life until his
father dies, and his friend places he and Eileen with her. Who
doesn't allow anybody with a penis on her property. Sissy
Baby Girl: For Rent by Wife Paul walks out on his wife one
time too many, and winds up a sissy adult baby girl she rents
out. Although unemployed, Paul drinks up the money his wife
earns at work. And cheats on him. So she makes a desperate
phone call to a special service for wives of abusive men. Paul
doesn't realize he doesn't meet Sybille at the Daze Inn by
accident -- until she puts him into pink panties and diapers.
Sissy Flower Girl The flower girl at his own wedding! Although
never a big, strong macho man, Derek celebrates tomorrow's
wedding to a beautiful woman. However, at his bachelor party
the night before, Derek gets so drunk his best man dumps
Derek with the bride and her friends. They dress Derek as his
own flower girl, and take turns pegging him -- the bride first,
naturally. Sissy White Baby Angel Although born with the
devil in him, ruffled panties transform Big Joey into a sweet
angel. At fourteen he shoots a rival crack dealer and goes to
reform school. Upon release he returns to drug dealing, until
he picks up a gorgeous though mysterious woman in a bar.
She promises to bring out his inner angel. After she gives him
a special designer drug to transform his sexuality, Big Joey
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realizes he finally encounters trouble he can not handle.
Sissy Runaway Baby Doll Cass gets hired for an ideal job -letting two young women play with him as their very own live
baby doll. At 18, Cass lives with two beautiful sexy women,
18 and 19. Yet they want to treat him like their childhood dolls
-- dress him in frilly pink clothes, pink panties, and diapers.
They steal his boy clothes and burn them. During the night,
he sleeps in the same bed with both of them, and they insist
on playing naughty games. All 7 of the above short stories
sell separately on this site for $2.99 each. So to buy them all
separately costs you $20.93 total. Now you get all 7 in one
volume, for only $5.99, a savings of $14! Therefore, scroll up,
and click the buy button & get started today! Because you
want to join all these guys as they learn to appreciate the joy
of wetting their panties and diapers with naughty. 45,000
words total. Warning! Extreme adult baby content: age play,
diapers, enemas, pegging, gangbang pegging, crossdressing,
female domination, spanking, loss of toilet training, panties,
diapers, feminization, babyfication, sissyfication. Male
humiliation to the max. 18 and older only!
AB Discovery is pleased to be offering the second volume of
short stories of sissy babies! The adult baby world is full of
sissy babies - men who want to be baby girls and to enjoy the
wonders and excitement of being diapered - wearing pretty
baby dresses and all the frills and lace of being a baby girl.
Being an infant is a wonderful and thrilling experience. A sissy
baby herself, Christine brings us stories of adult babies who
want to be more than just a baby. They want to be baby girls!
A wonderful collection of stories written to bring out the baby
girl in YOU! Every night, before you go to sleep, read one of
these stories and drift off to dreamworld imagining that you
are once again... a baby girl. Five Sissy Baby stories for your
enjoyment! Experimental Variations (pt 2) Personalized
Therapy Grandmas Nursery Going for an A Accidental
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Pink Panty Stories 2 These 8 stories make up the Pamper-ed
Husband series. The first 7 stories sell on this site separately
for $2.99 each. The 8th story, (Pauline Pussy Baby) is not
available anyplace else. Billie Ballerina Laid off, drinking hard,
and miserable Bill finds happiness working for a company
saving the world one feminized and babyfied man at a time.
Wendy discovers a system to hypnotize men until they
discover what they really want to be in life, thus solving their
personal issues. What they want varies, but always includes
wearing baby girl panties and diapers. Prince Princess Even
after he marries Jennifer, Prince can't escape loneliness -until he lives out his dream of dressing like a princess. A
computer network security expert, he doesn't understand why
Jennifer cheers when he receives a job offer from an
unknown company. Prince learns the secret when Wendy the
president takes him to the Transformation Room, where he
undergoes special adult baby feminization training. Brian
Brownie Brian needs the job to keep his wife and kids, but
does he really want to wear a Brownie uniform? The special
designer drug Wendy the company president gives him kicks
in with a wallop even before he reaches the Transformation
Room. He wants to tear the clothes off every woman in sight
and ravish them on the floor. Yet, once inside the
Transformation Room, Wendy rips off his clothes. Charlie
Cheerleader Charlie can't get over his wife's infidelity -- until
he put on a short skirt and sweater, and waves pom poms.
Turns out his wife lied about meeting a boyfriend, just to get
Charlie's reaction. Now he can't stop imagining her with
another man, even knowing the truth. Now, he discovers his
greatest desire -- to cheer on the team in panties. Angelo
Angel Angelo "the Iceman" doesn't need anybody, until he
wears frilly ruffled panties and discovers his inner angel.
Unhappy at her husband's lack of love and warmth, Angelo's
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wife sets up a job interview for him at Rockport Concepts. In
the Transformation Room he turns into a baby angel wearing
angel panties -- the secret to his happiness. Burt Birthday Girl
From online porn addict to adult baby girl in ruffled panties.
Since discovering computers, Burt can't resist pornography.
Even his wife can't compete with porn stars. Desperate, she
gets him a job interview at Rockport Concepts, where the
president Wendy takes him down to the Transformation
Room. All Burt really wants out of life: the attention the
birthday girl gets, and to wear her sweet dress and panties.
Bobbie Baby Girl From war hero to corporate hero to baby
sister in panties and diapers. He must save their marriage by
discovering his greatest desire: to wear ruffled panties and
diapers as a baby sister. Pauline Pussy Baby Paul discovers
how Wendy's company grows -- one crossdressing,
feminization, babyfied, adult baby sissy in panties and
diapers at a time. His greatest desire: to live as a sweet pussy
baby, in panties and diapers. The first 7 of the above short
stories sell separately on this site for $2.99 each. So to buy
them all separately costs you $20.93 total. Now you get all 7
in one volume, for only $5.99, a savings of $14! The 8th story,
Pauline Pussy Baby, is not available anywhere else. 78,000
words total. Therefore, click the buy button & get started now!
Because you want to join all these guys as they learn to
appreciate the joy of wetting their panties and diapers with
naughty. Extreme adult baby content: age play, diapers,
enemas, pegging, gangbang pegging, crossdressing, female
domination, spanking, loss of toilet training, panties, diapers.

Gwendoline Summers' first book was the
phenomenal success that introduced women to the
idea and practice of babying their partner regardless if they are ABDL or not. Now, she goes
further and brings in the concept of turning your
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partner into a baby GIRL. We all knew that was the
next step, didn't we? Gwendoline walks us on a stepby-step journey as the wives and girlfriends of our
partners and takes them back to diapers and
babying all for the purpose of making our
relationships more dynamic and 'not boring'. A terrific
book for all women wanting something special and
different in their relationships. NOTE: this is the
‘diaper version’ of the original ‘nappy’ book.
Elijah is a troubled young man, He is an adult baby
and to some, he is considered 'damaged goods'.
Despite his best intentions, he could not control his
desires to be an infant and it led to a confrontation
with Angelica, his wife. In consultation with
psychiatrist, Dr Marie, it was decided that a course of
intense babying may in fact, cure him of his baby
desires. But it was a failure and together, the doctor
and the wife turned Elijah from adult husband to
infant boy. Would it be a good outcome for all
concerned including family and friends?
The Adult Baby, Sissy Girl and Sissy baby
communities have their own style, their own culture
and also, in many ways, their own language. Some
words have subtle (or significant) difference in
meaning to the general understanding and a
dictionary can be very helpful. Sissy Baby Charlotte
and Colin Milton have combined to create a very
impressive and substantial dictionary of these terms.
The entire dictionary is over 145000 words in length
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and is born out of their experiences as submissive
babies and baby girls to GovernessX. If you read
many of Colin Milton's books you will find many
references to this dominant woman. So, if you want
an authoritative reference to accompany your library
of sissy and sissy baby books. then look no further!
The adult baby world is full of sissy babies - men
who want to be baby girls and to enjoy the wonders
and excitement of being nappied - wearing pretty
baby dresses and all the frills and lace of being a
baby girl. Being an infant is a wonderful and thrilling
experience.A sissy baby herself, Christine brings us
stories of adult babies who want to be more than just
a baby. They want to be baby girls! A wonderful
collection of stories written to bring out the baby girl
in YOU!Every night, before you go to sleep, read one
of these stories and drift off to dreamworld imagining
that you are once again... a baby girl.Five Sissy
Baby stories for your enjoyment!Experimental
VariationsPersonalised TherapyGrandmas
NurseryGoing for an AAccidental Consequences
A new sissy baby novel by Christine Kringle Terry is
an adult baby, frustrated and alone, unable to make
relationships work because of his constant desire to
wear diapers and to be a baby. But one day, luck fell
his way and his neighbour, Mary, came into his life
and his baby world erupted out of the realms of
fantasy and into reality. A wonderful tale of maternal
love and care, domination and the development of a
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frustrated man into an adorable and finally happy
baby girl named Belle. A story for every sissy baby
girl that has longed for a real life experience of
infancy and being parented by a mother and cared
for by her friends.
A collection of Adult Baby / Diaper Lover erotica from
a bestselling author not to be missed! Stories
included: My Husband is now my Sissy Baby Girl
Christine's patience is wearing thin. Her husband
Danny has been made redundant from his job and is
failing to take responsibility for either himself or the
house. She feels her relationship is failing until her
sister suggests an unorthodox approach to taking
back control of her man and her life. Danny's
scheming sister-in-law convinces his wife that he is
no longer deserving to be the man of the house and
that he would be far happier as her obedient little
sissy baby girl. Danny then finds himself subjected to
forced sissification and babyhood, a most
unexpected fate that could change his life forever.
My Husband is now my Sissy Baby Girl 2 - Sissy
School Following Christine's decision to forcibly
dress her moping and lazy husband Danny as a
baby girl under the influence of her scheming sisterin-law. Danny finds himself being transported away
from his home wearing a diaper and dressed in the
prettiest of baby girl clothes to begin his new life as
Danielle, to be carefully supervised by the formidable
Ms Thorndyke and her nieces. Danny soon finds
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himself strapped into a crib at Ms Thorndyke's home
and subjected to the most humiliating of babification
treatments in order to break him of his will and
create a most submissive and obedient sissy baby
girl for his wife to possess. Realising that his mind is
being slowly but inexorably bent to their will, Danny
fights to retain what there is of his manhood but it
soon feels like a losing battle. My Husband is now
my Sissy Baby Girl - Sissy's Return Danny's sissy
training has come to an end and he's now destined
to return home to his wife and new mommy. Three
months of being diapered and sissified by Ms
Thorndyke and her nieces has turned him from an
uncooperative layabout into an obedient sissy baby
girl. Despite this he still wonders at what his wife has
planned upon his return. Under her sister's influence,
Christine has happily adjusted to the idea of having
Danny back, not as her husband but as her sissy
baby girl. Her life has moved on but she has a well
defined place for her new baby girl upon his return.
Her main challenge will be in testing his reaction to
the new man in her life, the man that will also be
destined to become Danny's new daddy. What will
Christine have in store for Danny's return, diapered
and sissified as he now is? What will Danny's
reaction be to his new Daddy? And what will be his
new role as the sissy baby of the family? Follow
Danny's homecoming as he finds himself subjected
to even more extreme sissification treatments as he
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is shown how to please his new mommy and daddy
in ways that only a true sissy can. Plus - Bonus
story: From Bad Girl to Baby Girl Elizabeth is a badly
behaved 22 year old young lady who has driven her
Aunt and Uncle to despair. They decide to enrol the
young tearaway into the mysterious Bantling School
for Girls as a way to rid them of her bad behaviours.
Elizabeth is convinced that she is about to attend a
finishing school that will provide her with room and
board, and the ability to continue living free of any
responsibilities. It becomes clear once she arrives
that this is not exactly what she was expecting.
Within minutes of her arrival she finds herself
diapered and dressed in the prettiest of baby girl
clothes, lying in a crib and sucking on a baby bottle.
If that wasn't shocking enough, it soon becomes
clear that they will be finding her a new daddy to
take care of her in the future. This is the story of how
a bad girl can be turned into the cutest of baby girls
for her new daddy's pleasure. These are explicit
tales of forced regression, sissification and diapering
and are designed strictly for adults.
An AB Discovery 'After Dark' Book Our inner secret
needs and desires can be bizarre and embarrassing
and seemingly at odds with everyone else. And then
you read about someone who likes the same
inexplicably odd and even 'dirty' things that you do.
Martin Coster bring us two stories of the 'heavier'
side of ABDL with bedwetting, dirty nappies, wearing
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of used diapers. spanking, sex and more. 1 - Sissy
Baby Sonya has a very deep 'need and desire' that
se wants to fulfill and only one person can do it for
her. Dirty nappies abound... and more. 2 Incontinent woman Alison discovers a surprising
aspect of her mysterious neighbour after watching
him steal her used diapers. Definitely ABDL 'out on
the edge' NOTES: contains extreme use of dirty
nappies, wet beds and 'toiletting'.
"When my six year old son came to me and asked if
he could wear diapers again I smiled, said no and
life went on. When my ten year old son once again
asked if he could wear diapers despite the fact he
hadn't wet his bed since he was 4, I again said no
and moved on, thinking nothing about it. When I
found wet diapers in my thirteen-year-old son's
bedroom, I realised there was a problem to deal
with. My first decision was to panic. My second was
to seek a therapist. When that was useless, I
decided to seek real information - and I found it. This
book is part our journey and part guidebook for other
mothers (and fathers) who may be facing a similar
situation. I hope it helps."
The adult baby world is full of sissy babies - men
who want to be baby girls and to enjoy the wonders
and excitement of being diapered - wearing pretty
baby dresses and all the frills and lace of being a
baby girl. Being an infant is a wonderful and thrilling
experience.A sissy baby herself, Christine brings us
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stories of adult babies who want to be more than just
a baby. They want to be baby girls! A wonderful
collection of stories written to bring out the baby girl
in YOU!Every night, before you go to sleep, read one
of these stories and drift off to dreamworld imagining
that you are once again... a baby girl.Six Sissy Baby
stories for your enjoyment!Pickup ArtistDouble
IdentityExperimental VariationsCaught in The
ActSecond ChanceTherapeutic Doses
An AB Discovery 'After Dark' Title Ingrid is a lifestyle
Dominant who runs a training establishment for
submissives and who specialises in diaper
dominance and discipline. In the first two books, we
meet Lissa and Olivia, two very different young
women who find themselves in diapers, learning to
be extremely submissive and trained to be even
more. There are currently 6 parts to this extensive
story with two more coming up. You will be stunned
by the imagery and action of a world that exists but
few of us ever see or participate in.
Kita Sparkles is an Adult Baby and a Little Girl. Her
collection of short stories will delight and entrance
you and have you wondering 'what if...' I were in the
story! Eighteen wonderful stories of carefree life in
diapers, as babies, as little girls and enjoying the
freedom that real life does not always offer. If you
are a Little Girl or a Sissy Baby, you will love this
book.
Kita Sparkles is an Adult Baby and a Little Girl. Her
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collection of short stories will delight and entrance
you and have you wondering... 'What if...' I were in
the story? Eighteen wonderful stories of carefree life
in diapers, as babies, as little girls and enjoying the
freedom that real life does not always offer. If you
are a Little Girl or a Sissy Baby, you will love this
book.
AB Discovery is pleased to be offering the short
stories and novella of long-time ABDL author, Colin
Milton. In this ABDL book you will find six stories,
completely reworked and re-edited and available in
the fifth of an expected ten-volume series. Colin
Milton brings us six wonderful short stories about
being an adult baby, usually in a relationship with a
mummy or an aunty. You will thoroughly enjoy your
time in Colin's world of babies and mummies - a
world YOU may want for yourself! You will read
wonderful accounts of a man succumbing to his wife
to become her baby. You will enjoy devouring the
secret lives of men and women hidden from public
view where the man is a nappied/diapered baby, still
bottle fed or more. THIS VOLUME CONTAINS: The
Ticking of the Clock The Shopping Trip Nanny
Rachel Kiss The Teat The Gilded Cage Baby
Trained
An AB Discovery 'After Dark' Book Chris is an 18yo
chronic bedwetter who doesn't care much about the
nightly soaking sheets. Nor does Jessica, another
girl he met at Bedwetter Camp. But their parents DO
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care and they end up at the secretive Institute For
Enuresis Treatment. The Institute only takes the
worst of the worst - teenagers and young adults who
flood their beds every night and their treatment
system is 99% effective. Their secret is... Electrified
diapers. Not the commercial devices with very light
shocks that are barely felt. These diapers deliver
punishment shocks and they are stunningly effective
on even the most recalcitrant bedwetter. Definitely
ABDL 'out on the edge' NOTES: contains extreme
use of electrified diapers, wet beds, humiliation, sex
and intercourse plus heavy discipline.
Knowing who we are as individuals is the most
important journey in our lives and for many, it is the
most difficult one. Even for people we call ‘vanilla’,
with no apparent kinks and oddities, it is a herculean
task. But when you are an Adult Baby, it is a vastly
more complex mission. Add being sissy to the mix
and we are already pushing up hill and often, failing
miserably. But if we don’t know who we are, we act
as if we are someone we are not. We try to create a
personality not fully our own. We create masks and
in doing so, we create problems for ourselves and
others around us. This is the true value of books like
this and others along the same vein. ABDL is not like
other identity problems. It is unique, different and
requires a perspective all of its own. It is not about
gender – although gender issues can be involved. It
is not about sexual preference – although that can
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be involved as well. It is primarily about age, and
being powerfully driven back to a time of life most
have left behind and yet, we still literally inhabit. We
don't wear diapers for no reason. We don't play with
baby toys just for something to do. We do it because
part of our identity mix is that of an infant.
The adult baby world is full of sissy babies - men
who want to be baby girls and to enjoy the wonders
and excitement of being nappied, wearing pretty
baby dresses and all the frills and lace of being a
baby girl. Being an infant is a wonderful and thrilling
experience. A sissy baby herself, Christine brings us
stories of adult babies who want to be more than just
a baby. They want to be baby girls! A wonderful
collection of stories written to bring out the baby girl
in YOU! Every night, before you go to sleep, read
one of these stories and drift off to dreamworld
imagining that you are once again... a baby girl. Six
Sissy Baby stories for your enjoyment! Pickup Artist
Double Identity Experimental Variations Caught in
The Act Second Chance Therapeutic Doses
In this ABDL book you will find four stories, completely
reworked and re-edited and available in the sixth of an elevenvolume series. Colin Milton brings us four wonderful short
stories about being an adult baby, usually in a relationship
with a mummy or an aunty. You will thoroughly enjoy your
time in Colin's world of babies and mummies - a world YOU
may want for yourself! You will read wonderful accounts of a
man succumbing to his wife to become her baby. You will
enjoy devouring the secret lives of men and women hidden
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from public view where the man is a nappied/diapered baby,
still bottle fed or more. THIS VOLUME CONTAINS: Dinner
Party Expecting Andrew Neighbour's New Baby Recollections
of an Adult Baby 61,000 words
The Sissy Baby Nursery - Diaper VersionAB Discovery
AB Discovery is pleased to be offering the third volume of
short stories of sissy babies! The adult baby world is full of
sissy babies - men who want to be baby girls and to enjoy the
wonders and excitement of being diapered - wearing pretty
baby dresses and all the frills and lace of being a baby girl.
Being an infant is a wonderful and thrilling experience. A sissy
baby herself, Christine brings us stories of adult babies who
want to be more than just a baby. They want to be baby girls!
A wonderful collection of stories written to bring out the baby
girl in YOU! Every night, before you go to sleep, read one of
these stories and drift off to dreamworld imagining that you
are once again... a baby girl. Three wonderful Sissy Baby
stories for your enjoyment: Picking Daisies Personalised
Therapy 2 The Meaning of a Promise
In this book you will find seven stories, completely reworked
and re-edited and available in the first of an eleven-volume
series. Colin Milton brings us seven wonderful short stories
about being an adult baby, usually in a relationship with a
mummy. You will thoroughly enjoy your time in Colin's world
of babies and mummies - a world YOU may want for yourself!
You will read wonderful accounts of a man succumbing to his
wife to become her baby. You will enjoy devouring the secret
lives of men and women hidden from public view where the
man is a nappied baby, still bottle fed or more. These stories
are: The Flight of a Baby When Things Start Again When
Secrets Are Exposed Memories of Being An Adult Baby As
Day Comes to a Close Aunty Sarah Shaved for Babyhood
Not this is the 'diaper version' of the original 'nappy book'
An AB Discovery 'After Dark' Book Colin Milton and Penelope
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Pansy combine to tell a compelling story of a sissy going to a
training school that goes way past what is expected.
Penelope desires to be a frilly, feminine girl, but the Teacher
has other ideas. She is expected to be diapered and babied
fulltime but is also expected to have very dirty diapers as well.
And then the Ladies come to visit... NOTES: contains
extreme use of dirty diapers, femdom and more.
In this ABDL book you will find four stories, completely
reworked and re-edited and available in the second of an
expected ten-volume series. Colin Milton brings us four
wonderful short stories about being an adult baby, usually in
a relationship with a mummy or an aunty. You will thoroughly
enjoy your time in Colin's world of babies and mummies - a
world YOU may want for yourself! You will read wonderful
accounts of a man succumbing to his wife to become her
baby. You will enjoy devouring the secret lives of men and
women hidden from public view where the man is a nappied
baby, still bottle fed or more. These stories are: Becoming
Mummy's Baby Lured into Babyhood The Dominated Baby
The Case of the Curious Invitation
In this ABDL book you will find four stories, completely
reworked and re-edited and available in the sixth of an ninevolume series. Colin Milton brings us four wonderful short
stories about being an adult baby, usually in a relationship
with a mummy or an aunty. You will thoroughly enjoy your
time in Colin's world of babies and mummies - a world YOU
may want for yourself! You will read wonderful accounts of a
man succumbing to his wife to become her baby. You will
enjoy devouring the secret lives of men and women hidden
from public view where the man is a nappied/diapered baby,
still bottle fed or more. THIS VOLUME CONTAINS: Dinner
Party Expecting Andrew Neighbour's New Baby Recollections
of an Adult Baby
A part of the AB Discovery 'After Dark' Series The third
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volume in The Ingrid Chronicles brings in fascinating new
diapered Submissives. We meet a new highly submissive
diapered sissy and the rowdy neighbors have certainly met
their match in the incomparable Ingrid and her household.
They learn what they like, what they don't and new futures
unravel before them. The new dominant cook and her
diapered sub provide a wonderful side story. Hold on for a
fantastic erotic book of diapered play.

Billie Ballerina Laid off, drinking hard, and miserable
Bill finds happiness working for a company saving
the world one feminized and babyfied man at a time.
Founder of Rockport Concepts, Wendy, discovers a
system to hypnotize men until they discover what
they really want to be in life, thus solving their
personal issues. What they want varies, but always
includes wearing baby girl panties and diapers.
Prince Princess Even after he marries Jennifer,
Prince can't escape loneliness -- until he lives out his
dream of dressing like a princess. A computer
network security expert, he doesn't understand why
Jennifer cheers when he receives a job offer from an
unknown company. Happy in his current position, he
didn't apply there, or anywhere else. Prince learns
the secret when Wendy the president takes him to
the Transformation Room, where he undergoes
special adult baby feminization training. Brian
Brownie Brian needs the job to keep his wife and
kids, but does he really want to wear a Brownie
uniform? The special designer drug Wendy the
company president gives him kicks in with a wallop
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even before he reaches the Transformation Room.
Charlie Cheerleader Charlie can't get over his wife's
infidelity -- until he put on a short skirt and sweater,
and waves pom poms. Turns out his wife lied about
meeting a boyfriend, just to get Charlie's reaction.
Now he can't stop imagining her with another man,
even knowing the truth. Now, he discovers his
greatest desire -- to cheer on the team in panties.
Angelo Angel Angelo "the Iceman" doesn't need
anybody, until he wears frilly ruffled panties and
discovers his inner angel. Unhappy at her husband's
lack of love and warmth, Angelo's wife sets up a job
interview for him at Rockport Concepts. In the
Transformation Room he turns into a baby angel
wearing angel panties -- the secret to his happiness.
Burt Birthday Girl From online porn addict to adult
baby girl in ruffled panties. Since discovering
computers, Burt can't resist pornography. Even his
wife can't compete with porn stars. Desperate, she
gets him a job interview at Rockport Concepts,
where the president Wendy takes him down to the
Transformation Room. All Burt really wants out of
life: the attention the birthday girl gets, and to wear
her sweet dress and panties. Bobbie Baby Girl From
war hero to corporate hero to baby sister in panties
and diapers. In college, his wife Pam rebels against
middle class convention by dying her hair two colors,
and engages in protests, such as against the war in
Iraq. An Iraqi combat veteran, he falls in love with
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her anyway. After marriage and moving to suburbia,
Pam acts more conventional than her parents. He
must save their marriage by discovering his greatest
desire: to wear ruffled panties and diapers as a baby
sister. Pauline Baby Paul discovers how Wendy's
company grows -- one crossdressing, feminized,
babyfied, adult baby sissy in panties and diapers at a
time. Needing a job, he lets her lead him to the
Transformation Room where he learns his greatest
desire: to live as a sweet baby, in panties and
diapers. The 8th story, Pauline Baby, is not available
anywhere else for any price. Therefore, scroll up,
and click the buy button & get started today!
Because you want to join all these guys as they
learn to appreciate the joy of wetting their panties
and diapers. 78,000 total words 18 and older only!
Life can be very confusing for some children. While
most know who they are and traverse the journey of
pre-school, preteens, teens and finally arrive at
adulthood, some get stuck along the way and years
later, still feel the primal urge to be children or babies
again. This book is a compendium of three true life
stories of three Australian boys who in different eras
and different cities, each grew up wanting to stay in
nappies and to remain babies. But just as
importantly, each wanted to be a girl to some degree
as well. You will feel their pain, their joys and their
frustrations as they navigate the early years of life…
Growing up as a Sissy Baby This compendium
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contains three amazing true-life stories of boys
growing up knowing they were also baby girls.
Contains: Australian Baby: a life of nappies, bottles
and struggles Me, Myself, Christine Living with
Chrissie
Being an adult baby can be confusing and difficult at
times. This book of thirty essays and articles
addresses some of the issues, needs and problems
of the ABDL community and is part of the AB
Discovery group. They are a wonderful resource and
helpful for understanding ABDL life and feelings.
Updated July 2020
Written as a guide to establishing and managing a
relationship with sissy babies, this book gives
guidance based on personal experience and rare
expertise. It will deal with questions such as 'what is
a sissy baby' and how to find satisfactory outcomes
for both baby and parent. It addresses real-life
issues in managing a non-peer-based relationship
and how to actually make it work, and work well.
Sissies are a growing part of society and within the
ABDL community, the sissy baby is relatively
common. But spouses, partners and friends tend to
be dismissive or even scared of sissy babies. This
book will open their eyes so if nothing else, they will
no longer be ignorant of who they are. Both the
'parents' of sissy babies and the sissies themselves
will love this book and the intuitive and valuable
guidance in the insight it provides.
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Knowing who you are and what your personal
identity is will always be a powerful and important
goal. For diaper wearers and adult babies of course,
this is complicated by the duality of nature - part
infant and part adult. Understanding that is terribly
difficult and for most, we end up staggering through
life, not really sure who we are, how we came to be
and how to feel good about ourselves. These
FOURbooks in one volume lay a great psychological
foundation on the issues of Adult Regression and a
worthy read for anyone interested in the topic, either
as an observer or as a participant. If you are an adult
baby or related to one, this book will give you a
deeper understanding of just why ABDLs exists and
how to understand why it is not something you can
just decided to give up or stop doing. It is part of the
identity and therefore, part of who we truly are.
AB Discovery is pleased to be offering the second
volume of short stories of sissy babies! The adult
baby world is full of sissy babies - men who want to
be baby girls and to enjoy the wonders and
excitement of being diapered - wearing pretty baby
dresses and all the frills and lace of being a baby
girl. Being an infant is a wonderful and thrilling
experience. A sissy baby herself, Christine brings us
stories of adult babies who want to be more than just
a baby. They want to be baby girls! A wonderful
collection of stories written to bring out the baby girl
in YOU! Every night, before you go to sleep, read
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one of these stories and drift off to dreamworld
imagining that you are once again... a baby girl. Five
Sissy Baby stories for your enjoyment! Experimental
Variations Personalized Therapy Grandmas Nursery
Going for an A Accidental Consequences
Jordan Airesdale has been given twelve months
home detention for breaking and entering. His angry
- and concerned - mother and sister have bought a
new bigger home in the country where her wayward
child would rediscover discipline and parenting in a
new way - wearing nappies. Desperate times require
desperate measures. Did the revolutionary book
"Saving My Son" hold the clues and guidelines for
taking her broken son and fixing him again? And the
old nursery in the new house? Was that just
incidental or a harbinger of things to come? Read on
and see...
A part of the AB Discovery 'After Dark' Series The
Second Book in the Ingrid series. Lissa comes into
her own while Olivia struggles to accept her new role
as a submissive diaper slut. A couple of new
characters enter the House of Ingrid and everyone
learns more about themselves and each other. An
erotic story of sex and diapers.
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